Ānukūlya compatibility report
Dashakoota for Male (Dhanishta, Kumbha) and Female (Mithuna, Punarvasu)

Tarabala / Dinakoota (max. 3)
In Ashtakoota system the name of this indicator is Tarabala. Tarabala indicator is responsible for predetermination and fate in
relationships. In Dashakoota this indicator is named Dinakoota (the word „Dina” can be translated from Sanskrit as „a day”) and it shows
the level of consent, harmony and happiness in daily communication between partners.
Tarabala (Dinakoota) - calculation by Janma Nakshatras in horoscopes of both partners: Tarabalas between Dhanishta (23) and Punarvasu (7) are: 8 (Mitra) and 3
(Vipat).

1.5

Gana (max. 6)
Gana shows how compatible are views and opinions of partners, guidelines and approaches to any matter followed by each of partners as
well as compatibility of their temperaments.

3

Gana calculation by Janma Nakshatras in horoscopes of both partners: Dhanishta (Rakshasa) and Punarvasu (Deva) get 3 points.

Mahendra (max. 2)
Mahendra shows the level of wellfare and what will happen to material well-being of partners. Some classical sources also say that
Mahendra is responsible for longevity of relationships and posterity and shows the level of devotion in relationships.

0

Mahendra calculation: the difference between Dhanishta (23) and Punarvasu (7) is 17 which is unfavourable.

Stree Deergha (max. 2)
Stree Dirgha can be translated from Sanskrit as „delayed widowhood” and is responsible for longevity of relationships as well as overall
wellbeing and prosperity of couple.

2

Stree Deergha calculation: from Punarvasu (7) to Dhanishta (23) there are 17 nakshatras. Overall points: 2.

Yonikoota (max. 4)
Yonikoota is responsible for sexual compatibility and quality of interaction between partners on the level of sexual energy. Generally,
Yonikoota is responsible for the quality of couple’s sexual life and shows if sex will strengthen harmony and improve posterity or quarrels,
disagreements and failures will happen because of that.
Yonikoota calculation: Male's Janma Rashi is Dhanishta (Female Lion) and Female's Janma Rashi is Punarvasu (Female Cat). Overall points for Yonikoota: 2.5.

2.5

Rashikoota (max. 7)
Rashikoota shows individual compatibility of partners. This is one of the most important parameters of prosperity, consent, happiness,
longevity and productivity in compatibility analysis.
Rashikoota calculation: from Female's Janma Rashi (Mithuna) to Male Janma Rashi (Kumbha) there are 9 Rashi. Such Rashikoota is considered to be good.

7

Grahamaitri (max. 5)
Very important indicator that shows psychological compatibility. Grahamaitri shows how compatible are consciousnesses of partners and
defines an overall level of emotional comfort that they will have in permanent relationships.
Grahamaitri calculation by Janma Rashi: Janma Rashi Lords in horoscopes of both partners (Shani (Kumbha) and Buddha (Mithuna)) are "friends" and there is a
good compatibility at this point.

4

Vashya (max. 2)
Vashya shows the level of obedience and natural „wholeheartness” in relationships. Vashya also shows mystical influence which one of
partners will have on another. It’s considered that if woman has a compatibility with her spouse on Vashya point, she will get happiness
while helping her husband.
By Classic Purva Siddhanta: Kumbha and Mithuna get 0 points.
By Vargas system: Kumbha (Dwipada) and Mithuna (Dwipada) get 2 points.
Overall points: 1.

1

Rajju (max. 4)
Rajju indicates longevity and durability of married life.

3

Rajju calculation: Dhanishta (Siro Rajju) and Punarvasu (Avaroha Kati Rajju) get 3 points.

Vedha (max. 2)
Vedha can be translated from Sanskrit as „a misfortune” or „an obstacle”. This indicator shows how compatible are energies in male’s and
female’s consciousnesses and whether there are any misfortunes, disasters, obstacles etc. in case of permanent relationships. If Vedha
exists then compatibility level for this parameter will be equal to zero.
Vedha calculation result: for Male (Dhanishta Janma Nakshatra) and Female (Punarvasu Janma Nakshatra) there is no Vedha, which is favourable.

Total Dashakoota points

26 of 37
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